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DFX meeting #40 

Date:  2020/01/17 Project/Activity:  WP6a 

TE-MSC: Amalia Ballarino [AB], Iole Falorio [IF], Yann Leclercq [YL] 

TE-VSC: Paul Cruikshank [PC] 

EN-MME: Julien Pascal Dequaire [JD], Daniel Dominguez Ochoa [DO], Robin Betemps [RB] 

SOTON: Wendell Bailey [WB], Yifeng Yang [YY] 

Excused : Jerome Fleiter [JF], Antonio Perin [AP], Vittorio Parma [VP], Jorge Pelegrin [JP], Serge Claudet [SC] 

Agenda: https://indico.cern.ch/event/879824/ 

- Preliminary review on SOTON calculation; 

- CERN feedback about invar bars configuration; 

- 2D drawings state 

DISCUSSION 

CERN feedback about invar bars: 

 SOTON has proposed the introduction of 4 Invar bars of 12 mm diameter to relief stress at the vacuum 

barrier and cage. SOTON thinks that the 4 invar bars could be handy also for extra safety during the 

pressure test at room temperature [YY]; 

 CERN did not understand clearly from the report where the stresses on the vacuum barrier and cage are 

localised [YL]. Additionally, with the introduction of the 4 bars CERN is concerned about the dynamic 

effect during the cool down: a multi-constraint system would rely on the perfect alignment and no 

deformation of all parts [PC]; 

 An additional concern is on the assembly and the pre-tuning of the bars: if not done accurately it might 

lead to the two bars configuration which is not accepted [YL]; 

 CERN suggests to identify the location of the stresses and to stiffen the parts locally [PC]; 

 A model with two bars will be implemented to check how thick the cage has to be to withstand the 

stresses, a feedback will be given at the beginning of next week [YY]Action; 

 SOTON is asked to provide a sketch with forces (linkage diagrams) of both situations with 2 and 4 bars 

for a more clear understanding [PC] Action; 

SOTON calculations reports 

 The report has been shared. YL will provide feedback early next weekAction; 

 SOTON has implemented the model on both Comsol and Ansys and the two model converge on the 

solution. Some stress are still present at the extremities of the bars, articulations could be implemented 

if the space allow [YY]; 

 All calculation have been performed with the 4 invar bars configuration and any change in the design will 

imply a delay in time for repeating them [YY]; 

2D drawings state: 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/879824/
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 The 2D drawings and assembly drawings available at the moment are based on the presence of only 2 

invar bars [PC] and the addition of other two bars will imply at least 2 weeks of delay [RB]; 

The future steps target plan has been confirmed by all parts: 

 29th January: send 2D drawings to SOTON (Control 1 inspection complete but not signed); 

 During the preparation of the assembly drawings the 3D model can be frozen and the 2D drawings can 

start to be shared with the company to allow enough time for the manufacturing drawings from LTI 

(target deadline on the 28th of February);  

 4-5th February: visit of Soton at CERN (validate Control 1 and Control 2); 

 Week btw 2nd-6th of March: Production Readiness Review. The company could be invited to participate 

or the review could be asked to be hosted in UK; 

 10th of March: SOTON can start placing invoices. 

 

ACTIONS of #40 

Feedback on required cage thickness obtained with model with 2 bars YY,WB  

Sharing linkage diagrams of situation with 2 and 4 bars YY,WB  

Feedback on the calculation reports YL  

Understand the mandate of the production readiness review (PRR) PC  

Sharing a QA example for HI-Lumi in view of the PRR   

 

PENDING ACTIONS  

Sharing step file of the cage WB,YY  

Proposal of low cobalt material suppliers to the UK company PC  

Circulation of updated design report YY,WB End of Jan 

Feedback on UK visit minutes WB,YY  

34.1 Decision on the responsibilities of the cryo extension line  PC, AB, SC 

31.6 Ask confirmation to MSC-SCD that the reserved volume for NbTi-NbTi splices 
is sufficient – check the technical report by YL & JF 

On-going PC, AB 

31.7.1 Decision on the circulation list for the functional specification  PC,AB 

 

Documents:  

Prepared by: Iole Falorio Date: 2020-01-22 

  

Distribution List:  All attendees 
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